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ABSTRACT
An analysis of archival mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectra of Seyfert galaxies from the Spitzer Space Tele-
scope observations is presented. We characterize the nature of the mid-IR active nuclear continuum by
subtracting a template starburst spectrum from the Seyfert spectra. The long wavelength part of the
spectrum contains a strong contribution from the starburst-heated cool dust; this is used to effectively
separate starburst-dominated Seyferts from those dominated by the active nuclear continuum. Within
the latter category, the strength of the active nuclear continuum drops rapidly beyond ∼ 20 µm. On
average, type 2 Seyferts have weaker short-wavelength active nuclear continua as compared to type
1 Seyferts. Type 2 Seyferts can be divided into two types, those with strong poly-cyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) bands and those without. The latter type show polarized broad emission lines
in their optical spectra. The PAH-dominated type 2 Seyferts and Seyfert 1.8/1.9s show very similar
mid-IR spectra. However, after the subtraction of the starburst component, there is a striking sim-
ilarity in the active nuclear continuum of all Seyfert optical types. PAH-dominated Seyfert 2s and
Seyfert 1.8/1.9s tend to show weak active nuclear continua in general. A few type 2 Seyferts with
weak/absent PAH bands show a bump in the spectrum between 15 and 20 µm. We suggest that this
bump is the peak of a warm (∼200 K) blackbody dust emission, which becomes clearly visible when
the short-wavelength continuum is weaker. This warm blackbody emission is also observed in other
Seyfert optical sub-types, suggesting a common origin in these active galactic nuclei.
Subject headings: galaxies: active, galaxies: Seyfert, infrared: galaxies
1. INTRODUCTION
The complete mid-infrared (mid-IR) spectra of Seyfert
galaxies (a class of active galactic nuclei (AGN): Seyfert
1943) have been available only in recent past (e.g.,
Sturm et al. 2002; Verma et al. 2005; Weedman et al.
2005; Deo et al. 2007). Many Spitzer spectra of nearby
Seyfert galaxies show a strong contribution from star-
forming features in the form of poly-cyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon (PAH) bands (e.g., Clavel et al. 2000;
Buchanan et al. 2006; Tommasin et al. 2008). A num-
ber of these features, such as the 7.7 µm and the 17 µm
PAH complex, are strongly blended with each other,
complicating the estimation of the underlying active nu-
clear continuum. Further, the mid-IR opacity includes
a strong contribution from the silicate bands at 10 and
18 µm. Thus, estimating the intrinsic active nuclear con-
tinua in the mid-IR is a non-trivial task, with the primary
hurdle being the subtraction of the starburst component.
Previous studies have hinted that the continuum in
the 1–8 µm range is non-stellar in origin and is likely a
result of thermal emission from dust heated close to sub-
limation temperature by the optical/ultra-violet contin-
uum from the central source (Edelson & Malkan 1986;
Alonso-Herrero et al. 2001; Imanishi & Alonso-Herrero
2004; Mushotzky et al. 2008). In a multi-wavelength
photometric study of spectral energy distributions
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(SED) of predominantly radio-quiet Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) quasars, Richards et al. (2006) and
Gallagher et al. (2007) noted that the 1–8 µm spectral
index (αν) is strongly anti-correlated with infrared lu-
minosity in type 1 quasars. The more luminous quasars
have flatter 1–8 µm slopes. A linear correlation between
the optical continuum luminosity and the infrared lumi-
nosity suggests that the observed bump around∼ 2.2 µm
in the SED is driven by the dust re-emission. For ex-
ample, the 2.2 µm bump is clearly visible in the near-
IR spectrum of Mrk 1239 (Rodr´ıguez-Ardila & Mazzalay
2006).
Due to the presence of strong PAH bands in the 5–
8 µm range in many Seyfert spectra, direct measurement
of the active nuclear continuum in this region is only pos-
sible in sources with very weak or absent PAH features.
An alternative is to subtract the starburst contribution
using a template starburst spectrum and then study the
residual continuum. We take this simple approach in
this paper. In Section 2, we describe our archival sample
and the data analysis techniques. We discuss the ob-
served mid-IR spectra in Section 3. In Section 4, we use
simple continuum diagnostics that allows us to classify
Seyfert mid-IR spectra into PAH-dominated and AGN-
dominated groups and understand continuum properties.
In Section 5, we discuss the starburst contribution in
Seyfert spectra and the resulting continuum shapes af-
ter subtraction of the starburst template spectrum. In
Section 6, we summarize our results.
2. SAMPLE SELECTION AND DATA ANALYSIS
We consider a sample of Seyfert galaxies derived
from the Spitzer Space Telescope archives. This sam-
ple is listed in Table 1 with redshifts obtained from the
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NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database4 (NED) along with
the Spitzer archive numbers (AORKEY). We primarily
use archival InfraRed Spectrograph (IRS; Houck et al.
2004) spectra extracted from programs 3069 (PI: J. Gal-
limore, mapping mode spectra5), 3374 (PI: S. Kraemer,
staring mode spectra) and Weedman et al. (2005, ; Mrk
3, low-resolution staring mode spectrum). Deo et al.
(2007) presented single slit extractions of spectra from
above mentioned programs for about half of the current
sample. During the initial work on that paper, CUBISM
software was not yet available (Smith et al. 2007a). In
this paper, we expand that sample and consider the com-
plete IRS mapping-mode datasets from program 3069
along with other archival datasets now available. This
sample was chosen due to its large size and good sampling
of different Seyfert optical types. We also test if the use
of complete mapping-mode spectra leads to changes in
the short wavelength continuum. After the initial anal-
ysis, we noted that our sample lacked type 2 Seyferts
with detected polarized broad emission lines. So, we
added 16 Seyfert 2s selected from the compilation of Tran
(2003) for which low resolution IRS spectra are available
from the archive. These objects come from a number
of different programs and their AOR numbers are listed
in Table 1. Further, we obtained optical Seyfert classi-
fications from the compilation of Ve´ron-Cetty & Ve´ron
(2006, VCV, hereafter) and host galaxy minor-to-major
axis ratios (b/a) from NED. These are listed in Table 1.
This paper contains a sample of 109 Seyfert galaxies with
low-resolution IRS spectra.
The mapping-mode observations were reduced as be-
low. From the low-resolution basic calibrated data
(BCD) spectral images (for short-low, SL and long-low,
LL modules), we built three-dimensional spectral cubes
(two spatial (x,y) and one wavelength (z) dimension) us-
ing the CUBISM software package (Smith et al. 2007a).
We wrote Interactive Data Language (IDL) routines to
script internal CUBISM routines to automate the reduc-
tion of spectral cubes. The pixel backtracking facility
available within CUBISM was used to clean the cubes
of bad pixels. One-dimensional spectra were extracted
from these cubes using a common rectangular aperture
for all four modules. These extraction apertures (see Ta-
ble 1, Column 9) were selected to encompass as small a
region as possible in the LL1 module without introduc-
ing pixel-aliasing effects in the extracted one-dimensional
LL1 spectra. We note an increase in the absolute SL
flux density values as compared to single slit extractions.
This is expected due to the different pixel scales of the
SL and LL modules and the larger aperture area as com-
pared to a single slit. The extracted one-dimensional
spectra were then imported into the SMART software
package (Higdon et al. 2004) to normalize the separate
modules. In most cases no multiplicative shifts were
necessary due to matched aperture extractions. When
corrections were necessary, the correction factor was al-
ways less than 10%. The ends of the spectral orders were
clipped to remove data points affected by the reduced
spectral response. The spectra were then re-binned to a
common wavelength grid.
The staring-mode spectra were extracted as below. We
4 http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/
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started with BCD products obtained from the Spitzer
archive. We median-combined multiple data collection
event (DCE) image files into one image per module, or-
der and nod-position. We differenced images from op-
posite orders to remove the sky background and then
extracted spectra using the tapered-column extraction
option within SMART. For cases, when differencing op-
posite orders was not possible, we used opposite nod posi-
tions. All the image and spectrum extraction operations
were carried out inside SMART. The extracted spectra
were cleaned by removing deviant data points and nor-
malizing the spectra from different modules to form the
complete mid-IR spectrum. Figure 1 shows the complete
mid-IR spectra grouped according to their Seyfert types
from Table 1.
We measured the mid-IR continuum at 5.5, 10, 14.7, 20
and 30 µm, averaging within a window of 1 µm, on the
rest-frame spectra. These specific spectral regions where
chosen to minimize the contribution from emission lines
or PAH bands, thus primarily sampling the mid-IR con-
tinuum. We also measured the optical depth at 9.7 µm.
The silicate strength commonly quoted in Spitzer stud-
ies is S9.7 = ln(fλ/fC), which translates to −τ9.7 in our
case. We follow the convention that negative optical
depth implies a silicate emission feature. The peaks of
these emission features typically occur around 10.5 µm.
We present optical depth as measured at 9.7 µm for such
sources. The continuum and optical depth measurements
are given in Table 2. We also measured the equivalent
widths and fluxes of PAH bands and the narrow emis-
sion lines. In this paper, we restrict ourselves only to
continuum and optical depth measurements.
In all the figures ahead, Seyfert 1s (including 1.2s and
1.5s) are represented by filled circles (types S1, S1.0,
S1.2, and S1.5 from VCV). Seyfert 2s with broad emis-
sion lines detected in their polarized optical spectra (type
S1h in VCV; and called hidden broad-line region, HBLR,
in Tran 2003) are represented by filled diamond sym-
bols. Seyfert 2s with undetected broad emission lines
in their polarized optical spectra (type S2 from VCV,
and called non-HBLR in Tran 2003) are represented with
open squares. Seyfert 1.8/1.9s are represented with open
triangles (S1.8 and S1.9 from VCV). Galaxies classi-
fied as LINER (type S3 from VCV) are represented by
cross symbols. Each figure includes legends describing
all Seyfert optical sub-types mentioned here.
3. THE MID-IR SPECTRA
Complete mid-IR spectra of the sample are presented
in Figure 1. The top left panel shows type 1 Seyfert
spectra. The top right panel shows type 2 Seyferts with
broad-line region (BLR) detected in polarized light (e.g.,
Antonucci & Miller 1985; Tran 2003). The bottom left
panel shows Seyfert 1.8/1.9s; these spectra are domi-
nated by starburst-related PAH emission. These nuclei
are likely weak emitters with a dominant contribution
from circum-nuclear starbursts (Deo et al. 2007). The
bottom right panel shows type 2 Seyferts with dominant
starburst contribution (strong PAH bands). Clearly the
mid-IR spectra of Seyfert 1.8/1.9s are very similar to
these type 2 Seyferts. Polarized broad emission lines
have not yet been detected in these PAH-dominated type
2 Seyferts. This suggests that the starburst contribution
from the host galaxy dominates over the active nuclear
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continuum in these sources. One of the goals of this study
is to understand if these starburst-dominated nuclei have
similar mid-IR continuum properties as starburst-weak
type 1 and type 2 nuclei.
Examination of the spectra in Figure 1 shows that
on average, the continuum is similar between all four
classes. PAH-weak type 2 spectra (top right) show
weaker and steeper short-wavelength continuum than
PAH-weak type 1 spectra (top left) which are flatter.
This is a direct evidence that short-wavelength mid-IR
emission is absorbed to a certain degree in type 2 objects
by the intervening dust torus.
Previous research work (e.g., Edelson & Malkan
1986; Rodriguez Espinosa et al. 1996; Klaas et al. 2001;
Schweitzer et al. 2006) has suggested that the mid-IR
SED is likely composed of three thermal components:
hot (∼ 1000 K), warm (∼ 200 K) and cold (∼ 60 K) dust
emissions. This is reflected in the IRAS 25 and 60 µm
photometry with the active nuclear SED being “warm”
compared to the “cool” starbursts.
Almost all spectra show a curious emission peak/bump
between 15 and 20 µm. This emission should not be
confused with the silicate 18 µm peak (which is always
much weaker than the 10 µm peak) or the 17 µm PAH
complex. The feature is broad and the peak wavelength
varies between 15 and 20 µm. This bump is observed
most clearly in the top right panel of Figure 1 (S1h
sources), as the short-wavelength continuum is weak in
these sources. The presence of this feature in many other
spectra (some with strong PAH contributions also) sug-
gests a common origin in most Seyfert sub-types.
In Figure 2, we subtract the spectrum of Mrk 335 (a
Seyfert 1.2) from the starburst-subtracted spectrum6 of
Mrk 766 (a Seyfert 1.5). The Mrk 335 spectrum is a
power-law-like spectrum with no hint of the 15–20 µm
bump. The residual Mrk 766 spectrum shows the 15–
20 µm bump. We compare the residual spectrum to
the Mrk 3 (type 2, S1h) spectrum. Both spectra are
almost identical. This suggests that the 15–20 µm bump
is only visible when the power-law-like hot dust com-
ponent is being absorbed, as in type 2 sources. Thus,
it seems that the continuum shape of the mid-IR AGN
spectrum depends on which of the three hot, warm, and
cold components is brighter than others. In type 1 spec-
tra, the hot component dominates; in type 2 spectra, the
warm component dominates; while starburst-dominated
objects show an excess of cold dust emission.
4. THE OBSERVED MID-IR CONTINUUM
Figure 3 shows a plot of spectral indices for all galaxies
in the sample. Here, the spectral index7 is defined as
αλ1−λ2 = log10(fλ1/fλ2)/ log10(λ1/λ2) (1)
where fλ1 is the flux density in Wcm
−2 µm−1 and wave-
lengths are in µm. The dotted lines at αλ(5.5–14.7) =
−0.5 and αλ(20–30) = −0.5 divide the figure in four
quadrants. Three important conclusions can be drawn
from this comparison: (1) most HBLR Seyfert 2s (class
S1h in Table 1) are in the left quadrants; (2) most
6 See Section 5 ahead for details of the starburst subtraction
process.
7 The wavelength index αλ and the frequency index αν are re-
lated by αν = −(αλ + 2).
Seyfert 1s are in the bottom left quadrant; and (3)
PAH-dominated Seyferts (some non-HBLR Seyfert 2s
and Seyfert 1.8/1.9s) lie mostly in the right quadrants.
Positive values of αλ(20–30) indicate red and steep long-
wavelength continua and a stronger contribution from
cold (T ∼ 50–80 K) thermal dust components (see the
bottom panels of Figure 1). This cold component is
likely associated with star formation (Klaas et al. 2001;
Schweitzer et al. 2006). In the discussions that follow,
we propose that the mid-IR spectra contain contribu-
tion from at least three thermal components: (1) a high
temperature (T ∼ 500–1200 K) “hot” component domi-
nating at shorter wavelengths, (2) a “warm” component
(T ∼ 200 K) dominating at 15–20 µm, and (3) a “cool”
component (T ∼ 50–80 K) associated with star forma-
tion as mentioned above.
The arrows in Figure 3 represent how the spectral
shape changes from one quadrant to another. Posi-
tive values of αλ(5.5–14.7) suggest a dominance of warm
(T ∼ 200 K) thermal components and relatively steep
short-wavelength continua in Fλ. Objects that will fall
in this quadrant will show enhanced 15–20 µm bump
in the mid-IR spectra. This emission bump is likely
due to a warm thermal component peaking at these
wavelengths. We would like to clarify that this is not
the 18 µm silicate feature, but rather a thermal modi-
fied blackbody (dust) emission underneath it, the short-
wavelength side of which is clearly visible only when the
short-wavelength continuum is weak. No object with the
15–20 µm bump as the dominant feature in the mid-IR
spectrum shows 10 µm in emission; this suggests that the
short-wavelength continuum due to the hot component
and any associated silicate emission features is being ab-
sorbed.
As the emission of the hot dust component increases,
the spectra begin to show a power-law-like flattening at
short wavelengths: αλ(5.5–14.7) becomes more negative
and the dominance of the warm thermal continuum de-
creases. This power law is likely the Rayleigh–Jeans tail
of the hot component with dust close to its sublimation
temperature. At any point along this type 2 to type 1 se-
quence, adding a cold dust component to the spectrum
shifts the spectrum toward positive (steep) αλ(20–30).
NGC 7469, a Seyfert 1.5 with strong starburst contri-
bution is identified in Figure 3. Beyond this point in
the right quadrants, we see that there are no Seyfert 1s
and the region with αλ(20–30) & −0.5 is mostly popu-
lated by Seyfert 1.8/1.9s and Seyfert 2s with undetected
polarized broad emission lines. In these galaxies, the
AGN continuum contribution is weaker than the con-
tribution from the circum-nuclear starburst in the host
galaxy (Deo et al. 2007). The spectra are primarily dom-
inated by PAH features and very red long-wavelength
continua. Mrk 938 and NGC 3079 show very red long-
wavelength continua in our sample, and both of these
galaxies are highly inclined to our line of sight (see Ta-
ble 1), their continua are dominated by the emission from
the cold dust. The relatively steep short-wavelength con-
tinua of these starburst-dominated Seyferts indicate that
continuum measurements at 5.5 µm include a contribu-
tion from nearby 6.2 µm PAH complex.
Figure 4 compares the apparent silicate optical depth
at 9.7 µm (τ9.7) with αλ(5.5–14.7). We find a weak cor-
relation between τ9.7 and αλ(5.5–14.7). For τ9.7 ≤ 0.4,
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we find a Spearman rank correlation, ρ = 0.46 with
Pnull = 1.85 × 10
−5. This suggests that as the incli-
nation of observer’s line of sight changes from pole-on
for type 1 objects to edge-on for type 2 objects, the in-
ner hot dust is obscured, in agreement with the unified
models (Antonucci 1993). This result is in agreement
with trends noted by Hao et al. (2007) between contin-
uum colors and silicate strength.
Measurement of optical depth requires defining a con-
tinuum which is a subjective process, leading to large
errors in measured values of optical depths. We generate
the continuum by fitting a spline curve through certain
pivot points. As mentioned above, pivots at 5.5, 14.7, 20
and 30 µm are used. Apart from these pivots, we also
use additional points around 8 and 12 µm to define the
blue and red ends of the silicate absorption feature. The
process is very similar to the one presented in Figure 2 of
Spoon et al. (2007) and should produce identical results
in most cases. As a test, in Figure 5, we present a com-
parison between the 11.3 µm PAH equivalent width and
the optical depth. The absence of any correlation in the
figure suggests that we are not biasing our continuum
placements when strong PAH bands are present in the
spectra. Thus, our optical depth measurements should
be fairly accurate in most cases.
A few objects in Figure 4 do not follow this trend and
show strong silicate optical depths τ9.7 > 0.5. In all such
objects, the strong silicate absorption is a result of ab-
sorption due to dust in the host galaxy rather than in
the immediate vicinity of the central source. This con-
clusion is supported by objects that show very red long-
wavelength continua (NGC 3079 and Mrk 938). To in-
vestigate the dependence of τ9.7 on the inclination of the
host galaxy, we plotted τ9.7 against the b/a of the host
galaxy. This comparison is shown in Figure 6, which
indicates that for b/a < 0.5, dust in the host galaxy
disk can contribute significantly to the observed silicate
absorption and the long-wavelength continuum. A few
high-inclination galaxies (e.g., IC4329A) do not show sili-
cate absorption, but rather silicate emission. We checked
Hubble Space Telescope images of IC4329A and note that
the narrow-line region of this object is clearly visible
in the F533N (narrow-band optical filter around [O III]
λ5007) filter above the inclined host galaxy disk. Our
line of sight to the central source in IC4329A likely does
not intersect any dense dust clouds in the host interstel-
lar medium. An alternative explanation, when our line of
sight is not close to the polar axis of the ionization bicone
in an inclined host galaxy disk, could be that clumpy dis-
tributions can produce weak silicate emission features,
or very weak absorption by filling in the existing absorp-
tion. In summary, the host interstellar medium can have
substantial effect on the mid-IR nuclear continuum and
a clear indication of this is a very red long-wavelength
continuum in the mid-IR spectrum of an inclined disk
galaxy. A comparison of αλ(5.5–14.7) with τ9.7 for ob-
jects with b/a > 0.5 preserves the correlation in Figure 4,
suggesting that the observed correlation is probing dust
obscuration closer to the central source than on kilo–
parsec scales.
The effects of the host galaxy ISM on AGN mid-IR
spectra are demonstrated in Figure 7, where we plot
representative mid-IR spectra around the silicate optical
depth (τ9.7) versus αλ(5.5–14.7 µm) plot from Figure 4.
On the left-hand side, as the αλ(5.5–14.7) increases from
−2.0 to 1.0, the short wavelength continuum is gradually
suppressed, and we progress from strong type 1 source
(bottom left) dominating the short-wavelength mid-IR to
strong type 2 source (top left) peaking between 15 and
20 µm. The left-hand side panels show the true behavior
of mid-IR active nuclear continua without contribution
from external host galaxy features. As the apparent op-
tical depth increases above 0.5, the spectra show stronger
contribution from dust in the host galaxy, and enhanced
PAH features (top right and bottom right in Figure 4).
NGC 1194 (left, middle box in Figure 7) lacks these star-
burst features, but shows one of the strongest silicate ab-
sorption features at both 10 and 18 µm. Figures 6 and 7
validate the observation that many Seyfert galaxies with
highly inclined host galaxy disks are classified as type 2
or type 1.8/1.9s (Keel 1980; Maiolino & Rieke 1995).
These results imply that to study effects of dust in the
torus, we need to look at sources with −0.3 . τ9.7 .
0.3 and αλ(20–30) . −0.5. A key property that dis-
tinguishes active nuclear continua is the similarity of
αλ(20–30) for both type 1 and type 2 Seyferts (see Fig-
ure 1), and the fact that the 20–30 µm continua are bluer
than the star formation dominated very red continua.
For type 1.5 and type 2 Seyferts (S1h), the dominant
15–20 µm feature suggests that the dust structures re-
sponsible for these features are warm (T ∼ 200 K), and
the spectral index in the 20–30 µm is decided by the
slope of the Rayleigh–Jean’s tail of this warm compo-
nent. As can be seen from the top left panels in Figure 7,
the short-wavelength continua are significantly weaker in
type 2 sources as compared to type 1 sources (bottom
left). In the 20–30 µm region of the spectrum, the differ-
ences are smaller in agreement with previous observation
by Buchanan et al. (2006).
4.1. Non-HBLR Seyferts and Starburst Contributions
Based on the spectro-polarimetry survey of the CfA
and the 12 µm sample of Seyfert galaxies, Tran (2001,
2003) suggested that there are two different populations
of Seyfert galaxies: (1) type 2 Seyferts that host a HBLR
(S1h in Table 1), and hence are intrinsically identical
to a type 1 Seyfert; and (2) type 2 Seyferts that show
no signatures of the BLR in spectro-polarimetry (non-
HBLR) and have optical narrow-line ratios weaker than
the HBLRs on the BPT diagram (Veilleux & Osterbrock
1987; Baldwin et al. 1981). Hence, they are closer to
the sequence of star-forming galaxies on the BPT dia-
gram. The term “non-HBLR” does not imply a lack
of the BLR, but that it is not detected in the observa-
tions that lead to their classification as S2. For example,
Mrk 573 was originally classified as a non-HBLR. It has
been shown to contain a HBLR by Nagao et al. (2004)
with higher signal-to-noise observations. Further work
by Lumsden et al. (2004) and Haas et al. (2007) suggests
that non-HBLR objects are weak AGN with a dominant
host galaxy component. Their mid-IR spectra should
then be dominated by star-forming features within the
host galaxies, which is what we find here.
Five out of the 16 HBLR Seyferts that we added to
our original sample show the enhanced emission bump
around 15–20 µm and the rest show power-law like mid-
IR continua similar to most Seyfert 1s. One out of 16
shows strong PAH bands, and all of them have mod-
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erately strong 10 µm silicate absorption features. Thus,
our comparison here provides qualitative agreement with
the picture of non-HBLRs as weak AGN with a strong
starburst component. Since we have complete mid-IR
spectra, we can quantify starburst and AGN contribu-
tions over the whole IRS spectral range.
5. STARBURST CONTRIBUTION IN SEYFERT GALAXIES
Many studies have explored the question of sep-
arating starburst contribution from AGN contri-
bution using different diagnostics. Genzel et al.
(1998) compared the strength of 7.7 µm PAH to
[O IV] 25.89 µm/[Ne II] 12.81 µm emission line ratio, to
study the AGN contribution in ultra-luminous infrared
galaxies (ULIRGs). Laurent et al. (2000) used spectral
templates of HII regions, photo-dissociation regions and
AGN to construct diagnostic diagrams. Sturm et al.
(2002) suggested use of emission lines and continuum
diagnostics. Mele´ndez et al. (2008b) used estimate of
[Ne II] from pure AGN sources to constrain AGN
and starburst fraction in a sample of Seyfert galaxies.
Nardini et al. (2008) used templates for starburst and
AGN components in the 5–8 µm region to estimate rel-
ative strengths in ULIRGs.
In Deo et al. (2007), we noted that the equivalent
width of 6.2 µm PAH increases as αλ(20–30 µm) be-
came more positive, which suggested that this relation
was driven by the starburst content of the active galaxy.
In Figure 3, we find that most Seyfert 1.8/1.9 and Seyfert
2 galaxies dominated by PAH emission have positive
αλ(20–30 µm). To measure the contribution of starburst
features to individual galaxies on this diagram, we use
the average starburst galaxy spectrum from Brandl et al.
(2006). We assume that the PAH inter-band ratios in
this average spectrum are representative of typical PAH
inter-band ratios in starburst galaxies. We are aware
that PAH inter-band ratios can be different within dif-
ferent star-forming template spectra (e.g., Peeters et al.
2004; Smith et al. 2007b), and depend particularly on
the strength of the starburst ionization field. Further,
Sturm et al. (2006) also show that PAH ratios can be
different in LINER spectra. We find similar variations
in our Seyfert spectra also. We note that the strength of
the 6.2, 7.7, and the 8.6 µm PAH complexes vary much
more than others. As a first-order comparison, assuming
a fixed PAH template is acceptable. We also assume that
the contribution of cool dust to the long-wavelength con-
tinuum in this average spectrum is typical of star-forming
galaxies. This simple subtraction of a scaled starburst
template assumes that any obscuration in the object is
entirely due to the torus and not due to the surround-
ing starburst. We normalize the template starburst spec-
trum, so that the peak flux density of the 6.22 PAH band
is unity. Then, we scale and subtract this template by
trial and error from the Seyfert spectra. We require that
the 17 µm PAH complex and the 11.3 µm PAH bands
be cleanly subtracted. Figure 8 shows examples of such
subtractions.
Out of 107 sources for which we performed the star-
burst subtraction, 50 show power-law-like continuum
over the whole IRS range with weak silicate emission fea-
tures, after the subtraction. Twenty four objects show
silicate absorption at 10 µm. Seven objects show strong
silicate emission features with f10 µm > f18 µm and an
underlying power-law-like continuum. We find 26 objects
where the 15–20 µm emission is much more prominent
than the 10 µm emission.
The majority of Seyfert galaxies in this sample show
similar PAH inter-band ratios as in the starburst tem-
plate spectrum. However, in a few cases like Mrk 477 in
Figure 8, we find that the PAH 6.2 and 7.7 µm bands
are over-subtracted. This indicates that PAH inter-band
ratios in AGN spectra are not always similar to those
in starburst galaxies. Assuming that the 11.3 µm and
17 µm bands represent the actual strength of the star-
burst in these sources, we find a deficit of emission at
6.2 and 7.7 µm PAH bands in some Seyfert galaxies. On
the other hand, in sources clearly dominated by starburst
contribution such as Mrk 938 and NGC 3079, we find an
excess of emission at 6.2 and 7.7 µm, after PAH bands at
11.3 and 17 µm are cleanly subtracted. We note that the
over-subtraction of PAH 6.2 and 7.7 µm bands occurs in
Seyfert galaxies with weak short-wavelength mid-IR con-
tinua. These variations in PAH ratios are interesting, as
relating the change in PAH inter-band ratios with the de-
creasing intensity of the interstellar radiation field over
time, as the starburst fades, will provide crucial con-
straints on the time required for the active nucleus to
become recognizable after the starburst episode.
The starburst subtraction process essentially yields
the AGN spectrum devoid of any star-forming features.
These starburst-subtracted spectra are shown in Fig-
ure 9. It is instructive to compare this figure with Fig-
ure 1. Note the striking similarity of mid-IR active nu-
clear continua between all Seyfert optical subtypes. Type
1 spectra are flatter at short wavelengths than type 2
and type 1.8/1.9 spectra. Emission lines are generally
weaker in PAH-dominated Seyfert 2s and Seyfert 1.8/1.9s
(see Figure 1) suggesting weaker active nuclear continua
(Deo et al. 2007; Mele´ndez et al. 2008a).
We measure the contribution from the starburst sub-
tracted AGN spectrum at continuum wavelengths of 5.5,
8, 10, 14.7, 20, and 30 µm. In Figure 10, we plot the
luminosity density at 5.5 and 20 µm from the active nu-
cleus and the starburst component. Starburst contri-
butions at 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 times the active
nucleus contribution are also shown with thin lines. The
starburst-to-active nuclear continuum ratios are given in
Table 3 for reference. The galaxies with strong PAH
bands (almost all Seyfert 1.8/1.9s and some Seyfert 2s
with undetected polarized broad lines) indeed have star-
burst luminosities almost as much as their active nucleus
contribution, but not larger at this wavelength. The sam-
ple as a whole is weighted toward significant contribution
(∼ factor of 10) from the active nucleus component at
5.5 µm. Figure 10 (right) also shows similar comparison
at 20 µm. This figure shows that the AGN contribu-
tion decreases rapidly at longer wavelengths. Around
∼ 20 µm, the starburst and the active nuclear contribu-
tion are similar. This validates our use of αλ(20–30 µm)
in Figure 3 to separate objects dominated by starburst
contribution.
We construct spectral indices, as previously described
in Section 3, from these starburst-subtracted spectra.
In Section 3, we could not use the 8 µm flux density
to construct αλ(5.5-8.0 µm) due to the contribution of
the 7.7 and 8.6 µm PAH bands. With the starburst-
subtracted spectra this is now possible. A compari-
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son of αλ(5.5-8.0 µm) with αλ(20-30 µm) shows that
the long-wavelength continua are now flatter after sub-
traction of the starburst component (see Figure 11,
top). We find that 〈αλ(5.5-8 µm)〉 = −0.73 ± 0.07
and 〈αλ(20-30 µm)〉 = −2.05 ± 0.10. For comparison,
the average values for these quantities in Figure 3 are
−0.66 ± 0.06 and −1.04 ± 0.10, respectively. There is
clearly a large change in αλ(20-30 µm), confirming our
conclusion again from last paragraph. The main ef-
fect of subtracting the starburst template spectrum is
to shift the PAH-dominated Seyfert 1.8/1.9s and Seyfert
2s to the left. Note that there are no Seyferts with
αλ(20-30 µm) > −0.5 in the bottom right quadrant now,
which proves our earlier point (see Section 3) about
PAH contamination at 5.5 µm. Figure 11 (top) shows
that there are at least two types of dust distributions
in the active nuclear region, one that generates the
short-wavelength continua and other that generates the
long-wavelength continua. The major difference between
these two dust distributions is likely to be their mean
temperatures. By subtracting the starburst and associ-
ated cool dust contribution, we have essentially removed
the starburst component that contributes most to the
variety of Seyfert spectra (Buchanan et al. 2006).
A comparison of αλ(5.5-8 µm) against luminosity den-
sity at 5.5 µm (Figure 11, bottom) shows that Seyfert
1s have 〈αλ(5.5-8 µm)〉 = −1.13 ± 0.08, while Seyfert
2s (type S1h, S1.8, S1.9 and S2) have 〈αλ(5.5-8 µm)〉 =
−0.49 ± 0.07. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test of the two
distributions gives a probability of 4.42×10−5 of null hy-
pothesis that the two samples are drawn from the same
distribution. The value of αλ(5.5-8 µm) for Seyfert 1s is
in agreement with estimates derived for type 1 quasars
(Gallagher et al. 2007; Haas et al. 2003).
6. SUMMARY
An analysis of archival Spitzer Space Telescope mid-
IR spectra of Seyfert galaxies is presented. We focus on
understanding the intrinsic shape of the active nuclear
continuum in the mid-IR region and how it relates to
other properties of the source such as the 10 µm silicate
optical depth. We assumed a template spectrum for the
starburst component, and subtracted it from the Seyfert
spectra to separate the active nuclear contribution from
the circum-nuclear starburst contribution. Our primary
conclusions from this study are as follows:
1. Seyfert spectra are classified effectively between
AGN- and starburst-dominated categories based
on the spectral indices, αλ(5.5–14.7 µm) and
αλ(20–30 µm) (see Figure 3). Seyferts domi-
nated by the AGN contribution have flatter spec-
tra with αλ(5.5–14.7 µm) ∼ −1.13. The added
starburst contribution from the host galaxy in
the large Spitzer aperture (see Table 1) makes
αλ(20.0–30.0 µm) more positive or steeper. A
key property that distinguishes AGN-dominated
spectra is that the 20–30 µm continuum is flat-
ter (αλ ∼ −2) than the very steep 20–30 µm
continuum of starburst-dominated objects (αλ ∼
1). The 20–30 µm continuum is likely formed
from the Rayleigh–Jeans tail of the “warm” dust
component. It is likely that there are multi-
ple “warm” components with different tempera-
tures. Further, Type 2 Seyferts with polarized
broad emission lines in their optical spectra (type
S1h) show αλ(5.5–14.7 µm) ∼ −0.49 much dif-
ferent than average type 1 Seyferts that show
αλ(5.5–14.7 µm) ∼ −1.13. Note the steeper and
weak short-wavelength continuum in Figure 9, as
compared to type 1 Seyferts. This is a direct evi-
dence for presence of the dust torus that blocks our
view of the hot dust closer in.
2. After starburst subtraction, Seyfert 1.8/1.9s and
Seyfert 2s with strong PAH features in their spectra
show similar active nuclear continuum as Seyfert
2s with weak/absent PAH features in their mid-
IR spectra and polarized broad emission lines in
their optical spectra (see Figure 9). This suggests
presence of similar quantities and/or properties of
dusty material around the central accretion disk in
these type 2 sources. Tran (2003) had proposed
existence of two types of Seyfert 2s: the HBLR
and the non-HBLRs. We compared spectral in-
dices in the 5–8 µm region after starburst subtrac-
tion and find that both the HBLR and non-HBLR
show similar spectral indices (Figure 11, bottom),
suggesting similarity rather than differences be-
tween the two classifications. While, non-HBLRs
tend to show stronger starburst contribution as
compared to their AGN contribution, the converse
(that starburst-dominated systems lack BLR signa-
tures) is not necessarily true. The additional host
galaxy contribution likely complicates the identi-
fication of BLR in these systems. As we show
in Figure 3, simple continuum indices effectively
separate AGN-dominated Seyferts from starburst-
dominated Seyferts in the mid-IR.
3. Deo et al. (2007) showed that a large part of the
silicate absorption in some Seyfert galaxies comes
from starburst-heated cold dust in the host galaxy
rather than the dust torus. This conclusion was
based on the fact that only highly inclined galaxies
showed large silicate optical depths. Here, we put
that result on a better statistical basis by present-
ing a correlation between the b/a and the measured
optical depth for this sample of 109 sources (see
Figure 6). All objects with significant optical depth
are highly inclined and are also classified as Seyfert
2s or Seyfert 1.8/1.9s. This confirms previous re-
sults by Keel (1980) and Maiolino & Rieke (1995),
and highlights the importance of considering the
host galaxy contribution in concealing AGN.
4. On average, Seyfert galaxies dominated by the
AGN continuum tend to show weak silicate ab-
sorption (τ9.7 . 0.4). The short wavelength con-
tinuum index (αλ(5.5–14.7 µm)) and the apparent
silicate optical depth τ9.7 (Figure 4) may to be cor-
related in AGN-dominated objects. Seyfert opti-
cal types form a continuous sequence of increas-
ing optical depth along this correlation from type
1s, type 1.8/1.9s, to type 2s with HBLRs. This
validates the general inclination dependence inher-
ent in AGN models noted before in the mid-IR by
Hao et al. (2007). But, as can be noted in Fig-
ure 4, there is not a strict relationship between the
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strength of silicate features and the optical spectral
type.
5. Figure 11 (top) shows that there are at least two
types of dust distributions in the active nuclear
region, one that generates the short-wavelength
continua and another that generates the long-
wavelength continua. The major difference be-
tween these two dust distributions is likely to be
their mean temperatures. By subtracting the star-
burst and associated cool dust contribution, we
have essentially removed the starburst component
that contributes most to the variety in Seyfert
spectra (Buchanan et al. 2006). In Figure 2, we
demonstrate the existence of this “warm” compo-
nent which dominates the long-wavelength contin-
uum, by separating it from the hot dust component
in Mrk 766. This simple template subtraction ex-
ercise provides proof that Seyfert spectra are pri-
marily thermal in nature and composed of at least
three thermal components with T ∼ 1000, 200, and
60 K. The reported “break” in the spectrum at
∼ 20 µm in type 1 Seyfert spectra is a result of
this warm component being brighter at ∼ 20 µm
than the Rayleigh–Jeans tail of the hot component.
The above-mentioned similarity of continua beyond
∼ 15 µm in AGN-dominated sources is also due to
this warm dust component being present in almost
all observed AGN spectra.
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TABLE 1
Observation Summary, Redshifts, Optical Seyfert Types and
Extraction Apertures.
Galaxy Redshift Seyfert b/a Spitzer Obs. Extraction Rectangle Parsec
Name Type AOR Mode R.A. (deg.) Dec. (deg.) Aperture (′′) per ′′
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
3C 226 0.817700 S1h 1.00 11298560 S · · · · · · · · · 24655.19
3C 234 0.184800 S1h 1.00 11305728 S · · · · · · · · · 4292.75
3C 265 0.811000 S1h 1.00 11299584 S · · · · · · · · · 24406.85
3C 321 0.096100 S1h 0.70 10828544 S · · · · · · · · · 2110.22
CGCG381-051 0.03067 H2 0.67 12483328 M 357.174904 2.237392 18.506x27.508 643.03
ESO 12-G21 0.030021 S1.5 0.22 12465920 M 10.178473 -79.235550 16.650x24.890 629.12
ESO 33-G2 0.01810 S2 0.82 12473088 M 74.014906 -75.539219 16.651x24.891 375.94
FSC 09104 0.442000 S1h 1.00 6619136 S · · · · · · · · · 11694.26
IC 4329A 0.01605 S1.2 0.29 12480000 M 207.334737 -30.307954 12.957x18.319 332.84
IC 5063 0.011348 S1h 0.66 12465152 M 313.002802 -57.064322 25.401x35.919 234.49
IRAS 05189-2524 0.042563 S1h 0.96 4969216 S · · · · · · · · · 900.21
IRASF 01475-0740 0.01767 S2 0.83 12474880 M 27.512248 -7.431963 14.799x22.275 366.89
IRASF 03450+0055 0.031000 S1.5 0.96 12455424 M 56.918450 1.084858 16.640x24.881 650.11
IRASF 04385-0828 0.01510 S2 0.50 12447232 M 70.229938 -8.374696 16.657x23.555 312.92
IRASF 15480-0344 0.03030 S2 0.84 12480256 M 237.676552 -3.886854 12.955x18.318 635.10
MCG+0-29-23 0.024897 S2 0.88 12443648 M 170.300469 -2.984643 14.801x19.668 519.76
MCG-03-34-064 0.016541 S1h 0.80 20367616 S · · · · · · · · · 343.15
MCG-2-33-34 0.01463 S1n 0.58 12481280 M 193.056402 -13.413451 12.952x18.317 303.07
MCG-2-40-4 0.02519 S1 0.81 12481536 M 237.108125 -13.755182 14.804x22.282 525.99
MCG-2-8-39 0.02989 S2 0.69 12476928 M 45.129079 -11.417929 14.791x23.687 626.32
MCG-3-34-63 0.02133 S2 0.29 12477696 M 200.584610 -16.706397 16.651x22.278 444.10
MCG-3-58-7 0.03146 S1.9 0.80 12457984 M 342.405623 -19.275421 14.799x20.927 659.98
MCG-5-13-17 0.01264 S1.5 0.67 12468480 M 79.899175 -32.659368 12.947x18.308 261.45
MCG-6-30-15 0.00775 S2 0.60 12457472 M 203.980171 -34.293642 16.646x23.544 159.71
Mrk 1239 0.019927 S1n 0.38 12453120 M 148.079113 -1.612924 16.649x23.546 414.45
Mrk 3 0.013509 S1h 0.89 3753472 S · · · · · · · · · 279.61
Mrk 334 0.02196 S1.8 0.70 10870016 S · · · · · · · · · 457.44
Mrk 335 0.02578 S1.2 1.00 12476416 M 1.582227 20.201022 16.662x23.556 538.55
Mrk 348 0.01503 S1h 0.78 12472832 M 12.197642 31.954601 16.652x24.891 311.45
Mrk 463E 0.050000 S1h 1.00 4980736 S · · · · · · · · · 1063.21
Mrk 471 0.03423 S1.8 0.67 10868992 S · · · · · · · · · 719.56
Mrk 477 0.037726 S1h 0.71 17643008 S · · · · · · · · · 795.09
Mrk 6 0.01881 S1.5 0.63 12483584 M 103.064183 74.431101 16.653x23.552 390.89
Mrk 609 0.03449 S1.8 0.90 10870528 S · · · · · · · · · 725.17
Mrk 622 0.02323 S2 0.95 10869248 S · · · · · · · · · 484.35
Mrk 704 0.029234 S1.2 0.57 12444416 M 139.607652 16.304607 18.497x26.162 612.27
Mrk 766 0.012929 S1.5 0.80 12465408 M 184.608565 29.814439 16.650x23.549 267.49
Mrk 79 0.02219 S1.2 0.52 12453632 M 115.635502 49.809536 16.651x24.887 462.31
Mrk 817 0.03145 S1.5 0.80 12461056 M 219.101248 58.795290 18.501x24.890 659.77
Mrk 883 0.03750 S1.9 0.62 10869504 S · · · · · · · · · 790.20
Mrk 9 0.03987 S1.5 0.80 12483072 M 114.235533 58.770872 16.649x23.548 841.60
Mrk 938 0.01978 S2 0.36 12473856 M 2.778625 -12.109529 18.495x26.162 411.35
NGC 1056 0.00515 S2 0.48 12464896 M 40.701906 28.571643 16.653x23.548 105.92
NGC 1125 0.01093 S2 0.50 12454656 M 42.919692 -16.652879 18.501x26.167 225.78
NGC 1143/4 0.028847 S2 0.63 12448512 M 43.801754 -0.185407 18.498x24.888 603.99
NGC 1194 0.01360 S1.9 0.48 12472064 M 45.955575 -1.105563 14.802x22.279 281.51
NGC 1241 0.01351 S2 0.61 12468224 M 47.812412 -8.924313 18.500x27.500 279.63
NGC 1320 0.00888 S2 0.32 12454400 M 51.203760 -3.044172 16.659x23.551 183.15
NGC 1365 0.005457 S1.8 0.55 12480768 M 53.402894 -36.143278 20.354x30.120 112.26
NGC 1386 0.002895 S2 0.38 12474112 M 54.195896 -35.994983 16.653x22.280 59.44
NGC 1667 0.01517 S2 0.78 12459520 M 72.155696 -6.323982 24.049x41.076 314.38
NGC 2273 0.006138 S1h 0.78 4851712 S · · · · · · · · · 126.33
NGC 2622 0.02862 S1.8 0.50 10869760 S · · · · · · · · · 599.14
NGC 2639 0.01113 S3 0.61 12477440 M 130.906163 50.203587 24.045x42.587 229.95
NGC 2992 0.007710 S1.9 0.31 12478208 M 146.424140 -14.327517 20.342x27.495 158.88
NGC 3079 0.00372 S2 0.18 12475136 M 150.502129 55.682721 20.352x31.506 76.42
NGC 3081 0.007976 S1h 0.76 18509824 S · · · · · · · · · 164.39
NGC 3227 0.00386 S1.5 0.67 12450304 M 155.875181 19.871115 20.323x36.634 79.31
NGC 3511 0.003699 S1 0.34 12473600 M 165.848750 -23.089783 24.050x38.136 75.99
NGC 3516 0.00884 S1.5 0.76 12473344 M 166.716783 72.571111 18.499x26.162 182.32
NGC 3660 0.012285 S2 0.81 12477184 M 170.883777 -8.658924 16.647x23.541 254.04
NGC 3786 0.00893 S1.8 0.59 10871808 S · · · · · · · · · 184.19
NGC 3982 0.00370 S1.9 0.88 12449536 M 179.130254 55.128503 24.054x32.734 76.01
NGC 4051 0.00234 S1n 0.75 12451072 M 180.797723 44.533906 18.503x27.506 48.02
NGC 4151 0.00332 S1.5 0.71 12470784 M 182.642569 39.408036 16.648x24.887 68.18
NGC 424 0.01166 S1h 0.44 12444160 M 17.867777 -38.085092 20.347x28.774 241.00
NGC 4388 0.008419 S1h 0.19 12460288 M 186.443590 12.662449 20.347x28.778 173.58
NGC 4501 0.007609 S2 0.54 12445440 M 187.994494 14.420342 20.351x30.112 156.78
NGC 4507 0.011801 S1h 0.76 18511104 S · · · · · · · · · 243.94
NGC 4579 0.00507 S3b 0.80 12462080 M 189.439250 11.821549 24.051x36.721 104.26
NGC 4593 0.009000 S1.0 0.74 12457216 M 189.913681 -5.344758 16.652x23.546 185.64
NGC 4594 0.003416 S1.9 0.40 12456960 M 189.997069 -11.623687 16.648x23.545 70.16
NGC 4602 0.00847 S1.9 0.35 12465664 M 190.161835 -5.127129 24.043x42.585 174.64
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TABLE 1 — Continued
Galaxy Redshift Seyfert b/a Spitzer Obs. Extraction Rectangle Parsec
Name Type AOR Mode R.A. (deg.) Dec. (deg.) Aperture (′′) per ′′
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
NGC 4922 NED01 0.023860 S2 0.79 12477952 M 195.349342 29.317079 25.406x43.701 497.72
NGC 4941 0.00370 S2 0.53 12471552 M 196.052465 -5.542940 25.400x47.925 76.01
NGC 4968 0.00986 S2 0.47 12464128 M 196.781667 -23.674650 20.352x27.507 203.52
NGC 5005 0.00316 S3b 0.48 12475648 M 197.741665 37.061589 18.499x24.887 64.89
NGC 513 0.01954 S1.9 0.43 12467712 M 21.112954 33.797022 20.350x28.780 406.29
NGC 5135 0.013693 S2 0.67 12445696 M 201.439919 -29.831243 18.495x27.497 283.46
NGC 5256 NED01 0.027600 S2 0.75 12459264 M 204.581404 48.278533 20.353x30.119 577.35
NGC 526A 0.01910 S1.9 0.53 12454912 M 20.987415 -35.061446 25.401x47.921 397.01
NGC 5347 0.00779 S2 0.76 12481792 M 208.329504 33.492829 14.798x22.273 160.54
NGC 5506 0.006181 S1i 0.24 12453888 M 213.317594 -3.205489 18.499x24.891 127.22
NGC 5548 0.01717 S1.5 0.93 12481024 S · · · · · · · · · 356.37
NGC 5929 0.00831 S3 0.78 12444928 M 231.531375 41.672728 14.803x20.931 171.32
NGC 5953 0.00656 S2 0.81 12476160 M 233.641348 15.196836 20.346x30.113 135.06
NGC 6810 0.006775 S2 0.28 12479488 M 295.901492 -58.651454 18.498x26.161 139.51
NGC 6860 0.014884 S1.5 0.62 12462592 M 302.204152 -61.095376 20.347x30.111 308.39
NGC 6890 0.008069 S1.9 0.80 12452608 M 304.580525 -44.802776 18.497x27.499 166.32
NGC 7130 0.01615 S1.9 0.93 12463616 M 327.082844 -34.953547 16.652x24.889 334.94
NGC 7172 0.00868 S2 0.56 12450048 M 330.515750 -31.867704 25.400x39.675 179.00
NGC 7213 0.005839 S3b 0.90 12449024 M 332.323337 -47.161801 20.348x27.500 120.15
NGC 7314 0.00476 S1.9 0.46 12469504 M 338.950394 -26.048111 25.397x39.677 97.87
NGC 7469 0.01632 S1.5 0.73 12472320 M 345.815619 8.871944 16.648x22.273 338.51
NGC 7496 0.00550 S2 0.91 12462336 M 347.449971 -43.430211 20.352x30.114 113.14
NGC 7582 0.005254 S1 0.42 12445184 M 349.601583 -42.364982 20.349x28.777 108.06
NGC 7590 0.005255 S2 0.37 12482560 M 349.731754 -42.233643 18.498x26.163 108.08
NGC 7603 0.02952 S1.5 0.67 12450816 M 349.737435 0.241247 20.352x30.116 618.39
NGC 7674 0.02892 S1h 0.91 12468736 M 351.987312 8.776636 18.501x27.500 605.55
NGC 788 0.013603 S1h 0.74 18944512 S · · · · · · · · · 281.57
NGC 931 0.01665 S1.0 0.21 12460032 M 37.060954 31.309135 18.500x26.163 345.44
SDSS J1039+6430 0.401776 S1h 1.00 13630208 S · · · · · · · · · 10444.00
SDSS J1641+3858 0.595835 S1h 0.86 13630464 S · · · · · · · · · 16742.90
TOL 1238-364 0.01092 S1h 0.88 12466432 M 190.226517 -36.754040 16.654x23.549 225.58
UGC 11680 NED01 0.025988 S2 0.80 12459008 M 316.924025 3.868699 18.504x26.167 542.97
UGC 12138 0.02497 S1.8 0.88 10871296 S · · · · · · · · · 521.31
UGC 7064 0.02500 S1.9 0.90 12467456 M 181.186346 31.179312 16.661x23.556 521.95
UM 146 0.01741 S1.9 0.77 10871040 S · · · · · · · · · 361.42
WIR-IRAS 23060+0505 0.173000 S1h 1.00 4374528 S · · · · · · · · · 3990.25
Note. — Col. (1): Galaxy name; Col. (2): Redshift, obtained from NASA Extragalactic Database (NED); Col. (3): Seyfert type from Ve´ron-Cetty & Ve´ron (2006)—S1:
Seyfert 1 optical spectrum; S1h: broad polarized Balmer lines detected; S1i: broad Paschen lines observed in the infrared; S1n: narrow-line Seyfert 1; S1.0, S1.2, S1.5,
S1.8, and S1.9: intermediate Seyfert galaxies (Note: In this paper, we consider S1.0 to S1.5 to be Seyfert 1s in all analysis.); S2: Seyfert 2 spectrum; S3: LINER; S3b:
LINER with broad Balmer lines; S3h: LINER with broad polarized Balmer lines detected; H2: nuclear HII region; Col. (4): Axial ratio, minor-to-major axis ratio of
host galaxy obtained from NED, for host galaxies where b/a was not available we assumed it to be 1; Col. (5): Spitzer archive Astronomical Observation Request (AOR)
number; Col. (6): Observing mode for Spitzer/IRS spectrum: S: staring mode, M: mapping mode; Col. (7 and 8): Extraction rectangle for mapping-mode spectra: R.A.
and Dec. of center-point in degrees; Col. (9): Extraction aperture in arc-seconds. Col. (10): Radial extent in parsecs per arc-second of the extraction aperture for the
galaxy.
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TABLE 2
Continuum Flux Densities and Apparent Optical Depth at 9.7 µm.
Galaxy Name Continuum Flux Density (Jy) Optical Depth
5.5 µm 10 µm 14.7 µm 20 µm 30 µm 9.7 µm
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
3C 226 3.82E-03 4.73E-03 1.57E-02 2.03E-02 · · · 0.6175
(4.37E-04) (9.31E-04) (1.02E-03) (1.98E-03)
3C 234 5.25E-02 1.34E-01 2.21E-01 2.67E-01 2.66E-01 -0.0106
(4.35E-03) (6.46E-03) (3.47E-03) (3.02E-03) (6.53E-03)
3C 265 6.66E-03 1.06E-02 1.61E-02 · · · · · · -0.1688
(1.50E-03) (1.19E-03) (1.08E-03)
3C 321 1.19E-02 3.28E-02 1.78E-01 2.71E-01 5.15E-01 0.6349
(1.42E-03) (5.12E-03) (1.53E-02) (1.37E-02) (2.16E-02)
CGCG381-051 8.73E-02 1.24E-01 1.93E-01 3.62E-01 5.51E-01 -0.1339
(6.20E-02) (1.13E-02) (6.00E-03) (1.65E-02) (8.89E-03)
ESO 12-G21 6.02E-02 1.14E-01 1.40E-01 1.64E-01 2.55E-01 -0.1241
(1.45E-02) (7.53E-03) (5.46E-03) (6.74E-03) (3.20E-03)
ESO 33-G2 8.98E-02 1.89E-01 3.11E-01 3.56E-01 3.16E-01 -0.0620
(1.84E-02) (1.69E-02) (7.48E-03) (9.98E-03) (4.86E-03)
FSC 09104 5.98E-02 1.35E-01 2.75E-01 3.70E-01 · · · 0.2929
(6.92E-03) (1.40E-02) (4.12E-03) (4.78E-03)
IC 4329A 5.53E-01 9.81E-01 1.60E+00 1.91E+00 1.52E+00 -0.0520
(2.30E-02) (6.17E-02) (3.99E-02) (4.48E-02) (1.36E-02)
IC 5063 · · · · · · 2.18E+00 3.02E+00 3.89E+00 · · ·
(3.19E-02) (3.37E-02) (6.16E-02)
IRAS 05189-2524 2.04E-01 3.95E-01 1.16E+00 2.01E+00 5.91E+00 0.3367
(1.35E-02) (3.12E-02) (1.91E-02) (1.29E-01) (1.32E-01)
IRASF 01475-0740 4.46E-02 1.61E-01 2.61E-01 4.37E-01 4.81E-01 -0.1827
(1.10E-02) (1.57E-02) (1.03E-02) (2.00E-02) (7.02E-03)
IRASF 03450+0055 1.39E-01 2.65E-01 3.47E-01 4.57E-01 3.87E-01 -0.1850
(8.77E-03) (1.48E-02) (5.59E-03) (1.54E-02) (1.22E-02)
IRASF 04385-0828 2.27E-01 2.38E-01 8.02E-01 1.07E+00 1.46E+00 0.7856
(1.45E-02) (1.85E-02) (2.88E-02) (2.24E-02) (2.50E-02)
IRASF 15480-0344 4.29E-02 1.53E-01 2.99E-01 4.22E-01 4.92E-01 -0.0815
(9.36E-03) (2.09E-02) (1.86E-02) (5.74E-03) (8.65E-03)
MCG+0-29-23 6.69E-02 1.01E-01 2.48E-01 3.83E-01 8.54E-01 0.0629
(2.04E-02) (6.78E-03) (6.52E-03) (8.24E-03) (1.75E-02)
MCG-03-34-064 1.75E-01 5.04E-01 1.39E+00 2.05E+00 2.95E+00 0.2911
(2.53E-02) (6.26E-02) (5.68E-02) (1.39E-02) (5.14E-02)
MCG-2-33-34 2.74E-02 6.44E-02 1.12E-01 1.59E-01 2.31E-01 -0.0590
(6.77E-03) (1.87E-02) (1.90E-02) (3.64E-03) (6.59E-03)
MCG-2-40-4 2.02E-01 3.27E-01 5.45E-01 6.78E-01 9.53E-01 0.1155
(1.89E-02) (1.62E-02) (1.93E-02) (1.34E-02) (1.19E-02)
MCG-2-8-39 3.12E-02 1.21E-01 2.53E-01 2.92E-01 2.22E-01 -0.0427
(8.95E-03) (1.09E-02) (7.18E-03) (1.61E-02) (3.33E-03)
MCG-3-34-63 1.13E-02 1.61E-02 2.31E-02 4.08E-02 1.01E-01 -0.0420
(8.81E-03) (5.04E-03) (3.59E-03) (6.41E-03) (3.51E-03)
MCG-3-58-7 1.47E-01 2.78E-01 4.76E-01 7.01E-01 9.38E-01 -0.0072
(8.75E-03) (1.13E-02) (1.21E-02) (2.02E-02) (1.45E-02)
MCG-5-13-17 5.27E-02 1.11E-01 2.10E-01 3.19E-01 4.19E-01 0.1221
(1.13E-02) (9.16E-03) (4.28E-03) (4.38E-03) (5.80E-03)
MCG-6-30-15 1.80E-01 3.34E-01 4.80E-01 6.45E-01 6.10E-01 -0.0771
(1.34E-02) (2.20E-02) (8.65E-03) (1.05E-02) (6.27E-03)
Mrk 1239 4.57E-01 7.29E-01 8.85E-01 1.03E+00 9.14E-01 -0.0910
(1.60E-02) (2.24E-02) (2.70E-02) (3.31E-02) (1.42E-02)
Mrk 3 1.02E-01 2.94E-01 1.25E+00 2.07E+00 2.36E+00 0.3461
(1.12E-02) (4.24E-02) (7.25E-02) (2.26E-02) (2.27E-02)
Mrk 334 4.81E-02 1.13E-01 2.52E-01 5.71E-01 1.36E+00 0.2496
(7.58E-03) (7.10E-03) (9.27E-03) (2.39E-02) (4.01E-02)
Mrk 335 1.44E-01 2.03E-01 2.53E-01 2.80E-01 2.62E-01 -0.1258
(1.28E-02) (1.28E-02) (9.50E-03) (9.27E-03) (2.92E-03)
Mrk 348 1.25E-01 1.88E-01 4.30E-01 5.67E-01 4.95E-01 0.3455
(1.41E-02) (1.69E-02) (1.79E-02) (1.51E-02) (5.85E-03)
Mrk 463E 2.47E-01 3.30E-01 8.39E-01 1.28E+00 1.54E+00 0.3582
(1.42E-02) (3.13E-02) (2.08E-02) (1.53E-02) (1.44E-02)
Mrk 471 7.44E-03 1.58E-02 2.69E-02 4.31E-02 9.11E-02 0.1419
(1.59E-03) (1.15E-03) (2.13E-03) (3.01E-03) (3.88E-03)
Mrk 477 2.44E-02 7.46E-02 2.31E-01 4.21E-01 6.18E-01 0.2195
(3.23E-03) (9.39E-03) (1.34E-02) (5.48E-03) (6.51E-03)
Mrk 609 1.76E-02 4.52E-02 9.80E-02 1.80E-01 4.35E-01 0.3291
(5.24E-03) (2.70E-03) (6.13E-03) (7.76E-03) (9.05E-03)
Mrk 6 1.45E-01 2.08E-01 3.72E-01 5.37E-01 4.98E-01 -0.0280
(1.02E-02) (1.73E-02) (1.72E-02) (1.80E-02) (8.54E-03)
Mrk 622 7.80E-03 3.78E-02 1.06E-01 2.55E-01 5.51E-01 0.1071
(1.54E-03) (3.40E-03) (6.61E-03) (8.40E-03) (5.31E-03)
Mrk 704 1.91E-01 3.54E-01 5.05E-01 5.22E-01 4.02E-01 -0.0163
(2.05E-02) (1.90E-02) (9.12E-03) (1.85E-02) (6.29E-03)
Mrk 766 1.49E-01 3.02E-01 6.95E-01 1.02E+00 1.38E+00 0.1533
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Galaxy Name Continuum Flux Density (Jy) Optical Depth
5.5 µm 10 µm 14.7 µm 20 µm 30 µm 9.7 µm
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
(1.62E-02) (2.41E-02) (2.73E-02) (8.78E-03) (2.56E-02)
Mrk 79 1.77E-01 2.98E-01 4.66E-01 5.98E-01 6.91E-01 -0.0141
(1.58E-02) (1.47E-02) (1.78E-02) (1.04E-02) (9.23E-03)
Mrk 817 1.23E-01 2.91E-01 4.79E-01 8.08E-01 1.13E+00 -0.0577
(2.39E-02) (2.17E-02) (2.37E-02) (3.47E-02) (1.31E-02)
Mrk 883 5.80E-03 1.67E-02 4.49E-02 1.18E-01 3.03E-01 0.1741
(1.26E-03) (2.41E-03) (1.62E-03) (7.17E-03) (7.93E-03)
Mrk 9 1.04E-01 1.92E-01 2.62E-01 3.42E-01 3.91E-01 0.0281
(1.92E-02) (1.21E-02) (6.06E-03) (7.71E-03) (7.69E-03)
Mrk 938 1.15E-01 9.93E-02 4.99E-01 1.08E+00 4.02E+00 1.0488
(3.16E-02) (1.64E-02) (1.48E-02) (6.44E-02) (1.36E-01)
NGC 1056 6.46E-02 1.11E-01 1.54E-01 2.33E-01 5.45E-01 -0.0326
(2.09E-02) (1.07E-02) (1.90E-02) (6.18E-03) (1.29E-02)
NGC 1125 4.71E-02 5.65E-02 2.72E-01 4.95E-01 1.08E+00 0.9306
(1.18E-02) (1.26E-02) (1.79E-02) (1.23E-02) (2.18E-02)
NGC 1143/4 7.79E-02 8.75E-02 1.85E-01 · · · · · · 0.4689
(2.40E-02) (1.34E-02) (1.20E-02)
NGC 1194 1.52E-01 1.18E-01 4.03E-01 4.10E-01 4.72E-01 0.9308
(1.47E-02) (1.45E-02) (8.76E-03) (7.86E-03) (5.43E-03)
NGC 1241 3.15E-02 4.78E-02 1.05E-01 1.58E-01 2.98E-01 0.3753
(1.64E-02) (1.21E-02) (5.17E-03) (5.66E-03) (6.42E-03)
NGC 1320 1.44E-01 3.11E-01 5.61E-01 7.84E-01 9.40E-01 0.0757
(1.65E-02) (2.21E-02) (1.53E-02) (1.04E-02) (1.24E-02)
NGC 1365 7.29E-01 1.23E+00 2.69E+00 4.89E+00 1.23E+01 0.2823
(1.26E-01) (7.41E-02) (1.28E-01) (1.18E-01) (3.43E-01)
NGC 1386 2.03E-01 2.89E-01 8.44E-01 1.03E+00 1.58E+00 0.5700
(1.50E-02) (3.41E-02) (3.92E-02) (1.86E-02) (2.96E-02)
NGC 1667 7.56E-02 1.36E-01 2.24E-01 3.04E-01 6.67E-01 0.0048
(3.61E-02) (1.07E-02) (1.15E-02) (1.66E-02) (1.94E-02)
NGC 2273 1.19E-01 2.10E-01 5.54E-01 8.58E-01 1.69E+00 0.3614
(1.42E-02) (1.60E-02) (1.16E-02) (1.69E-02) (3.03E-02)
NGC 2622 8.54E-03 2.19E-02 5.41E-02 8.32E-02 1.02E-01 0.0899
(8.38E-04) (2.41E-03) (3.07E-03) (1.41E-03) (1.18E-03)
NGC 2639 5.99E-02 5.75E-02 8.29E-02 1.20E-01 1.99E-01 0.2610
(2.11E-02) (1.51E-02) (8.20E-03) (1.87E-02) (1.12E-02)
NGC 2992 1.89E-01 3.87E-01 8.14E-01 1.03E+00 1.50E+00 0.2296
(2.67E-02) (4.50E-02) (2.86E-02) (1.21E-02) (3.51E-02)
NGC 3079 3.33E-01 2.38E-01 7.11E-01 7.11E-01 3.36E+00 1.0463
(7.64E-02) (3.93E-02) (7.85E-02) (3.76E-02) (1.45E-01)
NGC 3081 5.28E-02 1.74E-01 5.11E-01 7.95E-01 1.09E+00 0.0953
(6.55E-03) (2.56E-02) (3.69E-02) (5.34E-03) (8.37E-03)
NGC 3227 · · · · · · 7.22E-01 1.22E+00 1.76E+00 · · ·
(2.88E-02) (3.15E-02) (3.96E-02)
NGC 3511 6.37E-02 8.39E-02 1.37E-01 1.72E-01 3.46E-01 0.1253
(2.21E-02) (1.46E-02) (1.44E-02) (8.91E-03) (1.43E-02)
NGC 3516 1.97E-01 3.11E-01 4.80E-01 6.97E-01 7.77E-01 0.0365
(1.27E-02) (2.37E-02) (1.45E-02) (7.83E-03) (1.28E-02)
NGC 3660 · · · 3.14E-02 4.48E-02 9.01E-02 1.70E-01 0.6161
(7.34E-03) (3.92E-03) (8.20E-03) (5.21E-03)
NGC 3786 2.69E-02 4.85E-02 8.95E-02 1.43E-01 3.00E-01 0.1110
(3.23E-03) (4.80E-03) (4.20E-03) (4.45E-03) (6.09E-03)
NGC 3982 6.43E-02 1.28E-01 2.03E-01 3.37E-01 6.56E-01 0.0014
(2.51E-02) (1.65E-02) (5.24E-03) (1.23E-02) (1.70E-02)
NGC 4051 2.11E-01 4.61E-01 7.72E-01 1.10E+00 1.24E+00 0.0769
(1.60E-02) (2.23E-02) (1.59E-02) (1.85E-02) (1.24E-02)
NGC 4151 6.80E-01 1.56E+00 3.16E+00 4.55E+00 3.64E+00 -0.0464
(2.83E-02) (1.22E-01) (7.85E-02) (9.77E-02) (3.89E-02)
NGC 424 5.28E-01 9.06E-01 1.38E+00 1.63E+00 1.28E+00 -0.0307
(2.50E-02) (4.59E-02) (4.90E-02) (3.80E-02) (1.19E-02)
NGC 4388 2.29E-01 2.90E-01 1.06E+00 1.80E+00 2.80E+00 0.7792
(2.46E-02) (6.73E-02) (6.28E-02) (4.66E-02) (4.83E-02)
NGC 4501 1.15E-01 9.98E-02 1.16E-01 1.16E-01 1.38E-01 0.4831
(1.56E-02) (1.88E-02) (5.89E-03) (1.82E-02) (5.66E-03)
NGC 4507 2.11E-01 4.71E-01 8.63E-01 1.28E+00 1.71E+00 0.0848
(1.47E-02) (4.04E-02) (2.41E-02) (5.48E-03) (3.23E-02)
NGC 4579 1.31E-01 1.62E-01 1.24E-01 · · · · · · -0.3803
(1.46E-02) (4.21E-02) (1.79E-02)
NGC 4593 2.22E-01 4.25E-01 5.43E-01 6.64E-01 8.13E-01 -0.0721
(1.42E-02) (1.50E-02) (1.30E-02) (1.47E-02) (1.18E-02)
NGC 4594 2.43E-01 1.36E-01 8.21E-02 · · · · · · -0.3486
(1.74E-02) (7.20E-03) (8.00E-03)
NGC 4602 4.78E-02 8.32E-02 1.20E-01 1.75E-01 3.65E-01 -0.0254
(1.57E-02) (1.19E-02) (1.05E-02) (1.05E-02) (1.30E-02)
NGC 4922 NED01 1.61E-01 3.40E-01 8.56E-01 · · · · · · 0.5302
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Galaxy Name Continuum Flux Density (Jy) Optical Depth
5.5 µm 10 µm 14.7 µm 20 µm 30 µm 9.7 µm
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
(3.98E-02) (5.47E-02) (6.60E-02)
NGC 4941 · · · · · · 1.62E-01 2.99E-01 4.50E-01 · · ·
(1.13E-02) (2.11E-02) (1.30E-02)
NGC 4968 1.03E-01 2.49E-01 6.21E-01 9.32E-01 1.02E+00 0.3205
(2.13E-02) (3.09E-02) (2.95E-02) (2.00E-02) (1.77E-02)
NGC 5005 1.81E-01 1.59E-01 2.25E-01 2.85E-01 9.08E-01 0.6118
(1.65E-02) (3.35E-02) (1.23E-02) (1.42E-02) (3.66E-02)
NGC 513 4.97E-02 9.63E-02 1.36E-01 1.98E-01 3.30E-01 0.1337
(1.68E-02) (1.06E-02) (7.21E-03) (1.00E-02) (1.17E-02)
NGC 5135 1.51E-01 2.62E-01 6.70E-01 1.31E+00 3.03E+00 0.3971
(3.08E-02) (3.16E-02) (3.61E-02) (3.52E-02) (8.45E-02)
NGC 5256 NED01 5.85E-02 7.62E-02 2.56E-01 4.95E-01 1.37E+00 0.5591
(1.47E-02) (1.69E-02) (2.22E-02) (2.58E-02) (2.67E-02)
NGC 526A · · · · · · 3.08E-01 3.87E-01 2.55E-01 · · ·
(1.35E-02) (1.23E-02) (1.23E-02)
NGC 5347 6.19E-02 2.10E-01 5.22E-01 7.86E-01 7.91E-01 0.0025
(8.71E-03) (1.92E-02) (1.22E-02) (1.78E-02) (1.03E-02)
NGC 5506 9.33E-01 6.88E-01 2.18E+00 2.86E+00 4.05E+00 0.7640
(2.17E-02) (1.06E-01) (6.61E-02) (5.59E-02) (6.38E-02)
NGC 5929 1.35E-02 2.08E-02 2.89E-02 5.84E-02 1.13E-01 0.0243
(7.60E-03) (7.60E-03) (2.66E-03) (3.46E-03) (3.62E-03)
NGC 5953 1.20E-01 1.87E-01 3.16E-01 5.14E-01 1.27E+00 0.0941
(3.57E-02) (1.81E-02) (3.25E-02) (1.47E-02) (3.37E-02)
NGC 6810 2.02E-01 4.13E-01 9.59E-01 2.13E+00 3.33E+00 0.2068
(4.37E-02) (2.65E-02) (2.85E-02) (2.86E-02) (7.18E-02)
NGC 6860 1.64E-01 2.48E-01 3.25E-01 3.87E-01 3.36E-01 -0.0012
(1.28E-02) (5.12E-03) (1.26E-02) (1.16E-02) (4.73E-03)
NGC 6890 8.02E-02 1.49E-01 2.62E-01 3.98E-01 5.79E-01 -0.0208
(1.55E-02) (1.10E-02) (8.16E-03) (1.08E-02) (9.52E-03)
NGC 7130 9.29E-02 2.05E-01 5.38E-01 1.08E+00 2.47E+00 0.2710
(1.67E-02) (1.62E-02) (2.21E-02) (3.30E-02) (6.89E-02)
NGC 7172 · · · · · · 4.20E-01 3.89E-01 9.81E-01 · · ·
(3.05E-02) (2.41E-02) (2.94E-02)
NGC 7213 1.79E-01 4.14E-01 4.87E-01 7.33E-01 5.77E-01 -0.2470
(1.62E-02) (2.80E-02) (1.59E-02) (2.00E-02) (1.68E-02)
NGC 7314 · · · · · · 2.23E-01 2.71E-01 4.36E-01 · · ·
(2.10E-02) (1.46E-02) (7.01E-03)
NGC 7469 3.31E-01 7.67E-01 1.65E+00 3.28E+00 6.11E+00 0.1045
(4.74E-02) (4.89E-02) (4.61E-02) (1.04E-01) (1.67E-01)
NGC 7496 4.71E-02 1.37E-01 3.77E-01 8.96E-01 2.14E+00 0.1744
(1.41E-02) (1.53E-02) (1.85E-02) (2.54E-02) (5.02E-02)
NGC 7582 6.34E-01 5.79E-01 1.97E+00 3.52E+00 9.33E+00 0.8284
(5.33E-02) (7.27E-02) (8.92E-02) (1.22E-01) (2.74E-01)
NGC 7590 4.44E-02 6.55E-02 8.54E-02 1.20E-01 2.46E-01 -0.0658
(1.32E-02) (8.10E-03) (6.82E-03) (5.80E-03) (1.17E-02)
NGC 7603 2.39E-01 3.31E-01 2.98E-01 3.06E-01 3.12E-01 -0.0630
(1.25E-02) (6.28E-03) (1.41E-02) (1.11E-02) (6.83E-03)
NGC 7674 1.89E-01 3.89E-01 9.24E-01 1.37E+00 1.83E+00 0.2811
(2.60E-02) (3.44E-02) (3.37E-02) (2.31E-02) (1.57E-02)
NGC 788 3.01E-02 8.23E-02 2.16E-01 3.01E-01 3.47E-01 0.1234
(3.30E-03) (1.05E-02) (7.87E-03) (1.34E-03) (3.59E-03)
NGC 931 2.22E-01 3.99E-01 6.56E-01 8.79E-01 9.29E-01 0.0166
(1.81E-02) (2.04E-02) (2.67E-02) (1.40E-02) (9.02E-03)
SDSS J1039+6430 6.74E-03 1.33E-02 2.72E-02 · · · · · · -0.0103
(2.00E-04) (1.17E-03) (7.75E-04)
SDSS J1641+3858 3.75E-03 2.13E-02 · · · · · · · · · -0.0473
(1.02E-03) (2.20E-03)
TOL1238-364 1.18E-01 3.36E-01 9.20E-01 1.67E+00 2.16E+00 0.2025
(1.90E-02) (3.82E-02) (3.69E-02) (1.58E-02) (3.93E-02)
UGC 11680 NED01 3.62E-02 8.87E-02 1.33E-01 1.80E-01 2.11E-01 0.0946
(6.71E-03) (1.54E-02) (7.37E-03) (1.12E-02) (6.44E-03)
UGC 12138 2.43E-02 5.56E-02 1.11E-01 1.79E-01 3.03E-01 0.2383
(2.07E-03) (5.07E-03) (5.79E-03) (3.68E-03) (1.09E-02)
UGC 7064 3.06E-02 8.51E-02 1.52E-01 2.31E-01 3.28E-01 0.1045
(1.36E-02) (6.15E-03) (6.79E-03) (1.16E-02) (5.85E-03)
UM 146 6.76E-03 1.42E-02 3.22E-02 5.29E-02 9.72E-02 0.2348
(8.04E-04) (1.05E-03) (1.62E-03) (3.55E-03) (5.13E-04)
WIR-IRAS 23060+0505 1.01E-01 1.58E-01 3.31E-01 4.53E-01 7.51E-01 0.3170
(6.50E-03) (9.47E-03) (4.01E-03) (1.27E-02) (1.46E-02)
Note. — Col. (1): Galaxy name; Col. (2-6): Continuum flux density as measured on the spectrum at 5.5, 10., 14.7, 20, and 30 µm in Jansky; Col. (7): Observed
optical depth (apparent) at 9.7 µm; 1 σ errors are given in parenthesis.
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TABLE 3
Starburst-to-AGN Flux Density Ratios
Galaxy Name Starburst-to-AGN Flux Density Ratio
5.5 µm 10 µm 14.7 µm 20 µm 30 µm
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
3C 321 0.0263 0.0400 0.0207 0.0354 0.0640
CGCG 381-051 · · · 0.2681 0.5661 0.9087 · · ·
ESO 12-G21 0.3020 0.7335 13.4681 · · · · · ·
ESO 33-G2 0.0291 0.0359 0.0622 0.1534 0.9593
IC 4329A 0.0043 0.0082 0.0145 0.0317 0.1481
IRAS 05189-2524 0.0355 0.0640 0.0610 0.0925 0.1097
IRASF 01475-0740 0.0702 0.0835 0.1556 0.2870 1.7003
IRASF 04385-0828 0.0253 0.0887 0.0715 0.1456 0.4536
IRASF 15480-0344 0.0679 0.0696 0.1084 0.2052 0.9631
MCG+0-29-23 1.4460 11.5036 · · · · · · · · ·
MCG-03-34-064 0.0247 0.0309 0.0323 0.0571 0.1434
MCG-2-33-34 0.1739 0.3531 0.6773 2.3617 · · ·
MCG-2-40-4 0.0613 0.1260 0.2427 0.6416 17.9313
MCG-3-34-63 0.3026 38.4053 · · · · · · · · ·
MCG-3-58-7 0.0501 0.0891 0.1635 0.3254 1.5569
MCG-5-13-17 0.1574 0.3035 0.5114 1.3713 · · ·
MCG-6-30-15 0.0171 0.0288 0.0588 0.1249 0.6378
Mrk 1239 0.0138 0.0281 0.0706 0.1727 1.1758
Mrk 3 0.0060 0.0077 0.0051 0.0077 0.0233
Mrk 334 0.4212 0.6677 1.0960 1.4361 4.5979
Mrk 348 0.0395 0.0754 0.0971 0.2081 1.8993
Mrk 463E 0.0124 0.0329 0.0364 0.0627 0.1964
Mrk 471 0.6422 1.7036 · · · · · · · · ·
Mrk 477 0.0695 0.0817 0.0705 0.1061 0.2781
Mrk 6 0.0170 0.0411 0.0668 0.1237 0.6543
Mrk 609 1.3144 2.3839 25.1028 · · · · · ·
Mrk 622 0.5186 0.3268 0.3328 0.3661 0.7087
Mrk 766 0.0574 0.0914 0.1203 0.2250 0.7952
Mrk 79 0.0211 0.0429 0.0809 0.1754 0.7295
Mrk 817 0.0417 0.0625 0.1186 0.1911 0.6321
Mrk 883 0.5226 0.8595 0.7567 0.6741 1.1640
Mrk 9 0.0627 0.0951 0.2400 0.6527 · · ·
Mrk 938 0.7001 · · · 6.2222 · · · 11.4720
NGC 1125 0.3060 1.8193 0.6179 1.1437 4.2422
NGC 1143/4 0.6227 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 1241 0.2527 1.2900 3.9115 · · · · · ·
NGC 1320 0.0667 0.0964 0.1615 0.3454 2.5940
NGC 1365 0.8418 3.5882 2280.9476 · · · · · ·
NGC 1386 0.0528 0.1621 0.1460 0.3804 1.4503
NGC 2273 0.2300 0.4914 0.5444 1.4474 88.6744
NGC 2622 0.1445 0.2242 0.2628 0.5276 13.8732
NGC 2639 0.3437 31.3315 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 2992 0.2337 0.4174 0.6511 3.4637 · · ·
NGC 3079 4.6747 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 3081 0.0442 0.0485 0.0480 0.0785 0.2137
NGC 3227 · · · · · · 0.4713 0.9641 · · ·
NGC 3511 2.6708 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 3516 0.0170 0.0389 0.0758 0.1423 0.5974
NGC 3660 · · · 1.1048 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 3786 0.2673 0.6172 1.4630 11.1716 · · ·
NGC 3982 2.6710 9.3812 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 4051 0.0702 0.1056 0.1872 0.4395 7.1327
NGC 4151 0.0129 0.0186 0.0263 0.0497 0.2452
NGC 424 0.0102 0.0200 0.0390 0.0885 0.5310
NGC 4388 0.1237 0.5162 0.3060 0.5262 2.9754
NGC 4501 0.1361 1.2925 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 4507 0.0242 0.0372 0.0588 0.1080 0.3233
NGC 4579 0.0539 0.1936 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 4593 0.0346 0.0630 0.1552 0.3887 3.2523
NGC 4594 0.0094 0.0609 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 4602 0.8372 2.8868 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 4922 NED01 0.1114 0.2474 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 4941 · · · · · · 0.8976 1.4715 · · ·
NGC 4968 0.1301 0.1651 0.1894 0.3638 4.7134
NGC 5005 0.1619 2.3674 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 513 0.9011 1.1506 · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 5135 0.7242 3.4740 8.6441 · · · · · ·
NGC 5256 NED01 1.1450 65.3742 8.9031 · · · · · ·
NGC 5347 0.0552 0.0598 0.0665 0.1229 0.5838
NGC 5506 0.0250 0.1339 0.1109 0.2495 0.9290
NGC 5929 0.5391 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 5953 4.1648 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 6810 1.0366 1.9786 4.2739 17.9650 · · ·
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TABLE 3 — Continued
Galaxy Name Starburst-to-AGN Flux Density Ratio
5.5 µm 10 µm 14.7 µm 20 µm 30 µm
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
NGC 6860 0.0602 0.1206 0.3297 1.0168 · · ·
NGC 6890 0.2445 0.4524 0.9600 5.6312 · · ·
NGC 7130 1.0761 2.3340 2.4662 10.1020 · · ·
NGC 7213 0.0530 0.0914 0.2545 0.5246 · · ·
NGC 7314 · · · · · · 0.4652 1.9107 · · ·
NGC 7469 0.3845 0.5837 0.9244 1.6895 · · ·
NGC 7496 1.3900 1.0345 0.9555 1.2744 3.7034
NGC 7582 0.3118 9.1000 2.2330 536.9538 · · ·
NGC 7590 0.6934 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
NGC 7603 0.0458 0.1133 0.4841 3.8650 · · ·
NGC 7674 0.1407 0.2002 0.2614 0.5388 7.2992
NGC 788 0.0274 0.0361 0.0380 0.0728 0.2437
NGC 931 0.0326 0.0600 0.1093 0.2347 1.4468
SDSS J1039+6430 0.0114 0.0188 0.0268 · · · · · ·
TOL 1238-364 0.3450 0.3095 0.3202 0.5216 8.6584
UGC 11680 NED01 0.1504 0.1820 0.4536 1.4949 · · ·
UGC 12138 0.1290 0.2047 0.3179 0.6320 3.1993
UGC 7064 0.6323 0.4803 1.2807 276.5345 · · ·
UM 146 0.0639 0.1100 0.1527 0.2621 0.5764
WIR-IRAS 23060+0505 0.0113 0.0248 0.0338 0.0665 0.1457
Note. — Col. (1): Galaxy name; Col. (2-6): Starburst-to-AGN flux density ratio measured at 5.5, 10, 14.7, 20, and 30 µm; a missing ratio implies either the spectrum
was incomplete at that wavelength or the AGN contribution was negative after starburst subtraction. A very large ratio indicates very weak AGN contribution, these
typically occur at or beyond 14.7 µm in a few galaxies. See Figure 10 for a visual representation of these ratios, and Table 1 for aperture size in parsecs. Even in nearby
AGN Spitzer spectra sample regions of size ∼ 1 kpc. See Section 5 for discussion of the starburst subtraction process and results.
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Fig. 1.— Mid-infrared spectra of the entire sample normalized at 14.7 µm. Top left: Seyfert 1s; top right: Seyfert 2s with evidence of
broad optical emission lines in polarized light; bottom left: Seyfert 1.8/1.9s spectra dominated by PAH features; bottom right: Seyfert 2
spectra dominated by PAH features. The short-wavelength continuum of PAH-weak type 2 Seyferts (top right) is on average weaker and
steeper than type 1 Seyferts (top left). Seyfert 1.8/1.9s and PAH-strong type 2 Seyferts (bottom right) show very similar spectra.
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Fig. 2.— Subtraction of Mrk 335 (type 1) spectrum from the spectrum of Mrk 766 (type 1, starburst-subtracted, see Section 5). The
residual spectrum is very similar to the Mrk 3 (type 2) spectrum and shows the prominent 15–20 µm bump. The spectra are displayed in
the same order at 10 µm as is indicated in the legend.
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Fig. 3.— Mid-IR continua of Seyfert Galaxies: Seyfert 2s with hidden broad-line regions (S1h) are represented as filled diamond symbols,
Seyfert 1s (including 1.2s and 1.5s) are filled circles, Seyfert 1.8/1.9s are open triangles, and Seyfert 2s with undetected polarized broad
emission lines are open squares. Liners are represented with cross symbols. As αλ(20–30 µm) increases, spectra contain more starburst
contribution; as αλ(5.5–14.7 µm) varies from 0.5 to -2.0, spectra are more dominated by the hot dust component due to the active nucleus.
The arrows indicate how the spectral shape changes from type 2 to type 1 Seyferts (see also Figure 7); and along this sequence, addition
of a cold starburst component of increasing strength moves the source position to the right in the figure. The dotted lines show rough
division between different Seyfert types. See Section 4 for further discussion.
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Fig. 4.— There is a weak correlation between apparent optical depth (τ9.7) and αλ(5.5–14.7 µm) providing general support for inclination
dependence in AGN models. Some sources show large apparent silicate optical depth (τ9.7 ∼ 1): these have highly inclined host galaxy
disks (see Table 1). For sources with τ9.7 & 0.4 silicate absorption is primarily due to cold dust in the host galaxy.
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Fig. 5.— There is no correlation between the equivalent width of the 11.3 µm PAH band and the measured apparent optical depth at
9.7 µm, suggesting that the presence of strong PAH bands does not bias our continuum placement in the short wavelength region of the
mid-IR spectra, where defining the continuum is highly subjective due to the presence of blended PAH emission bands, and silicate and ice
absorption features.
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Fig. 6.— Correlation between the optical depth of 9.7 µm silicate feature and the ratio of minor-to-major axis (b/a) of the host galaxy.
The b/a values are taken from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database. Objects for which b/a could not be estimated are assumed to
have b/a = 1.
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Fig. 7.— Effect of host galaxy dust on mid-IR spectra of AGN—central plot shows the variation of αλ(5.5–14.7 µm) with τ9.7 µm; left
panels: spectra of AGN-dominated galaxies; middle panels: increasing cold dust and PAH contribution attributed to star formation in the
host galaxy; right panels: Inclined host galaxies without strong PAH features (NGC 1194) or with strong PAH features (Mrk 938 and NGC
3079). Essentially, in all systems with τ9.7 µm & 0.4 the apparent optical depth at 9.7 µm is likely due to cold dust in the host galaxy. In
the panels, from left to right, star formation contribution increases.
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Fig. 8.— Seyfert spectra after subtraction of starburst components: the dotted line shows the observed spectrum and the solid line shows
the subtraction of an average starburst template from this spectrum. See Figure 1 in Deo et al. (2007) for identification of emission lines
and PAH bands in mid-IR spectra. Note the clearly visible silicate features, the power-law-like shape of the 5–8 µm continuum and the
15–20 µm bump. In most cases, the 7.65 µm [Ne VI] lines are also cleanly separated.
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Fig. 9.— Mid-infrared spectra from Figure 1 after subtraction of a scaled starburst template spectrum. The spectra are normalized at
14.7 µm. Top left: Seyfert 1s; top right: Seyfert 2s with evidence of broad optical emission lines in polarized light; bottom left: Seyfert
1.8/1.9s; bottom right: Seyfert 2s with undetected polarized broad emission lines. Compare this figure with Figure 1. On average, after
starburst subtraction, PAH-dominated Seyfert 1.8/1.9s and Seyfert 2s show similar continuum shapes as type 2 Seyferts with HBLR (top
right panel). There is a striking similarity in the active nuclear continuum of all Seyfert types beyond ∼15 µm.
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Fig. 10.— Luminosity density at 5.5 µm (left) and 20 µm (right) from the starburst and the active nuclear components. Our sample
shows a strong contribution from the active nuclear component, and galaxies with large starburst contributions are preferentially Seyfert
1.8/1.9s and some Seyfert 2s with unidentified broad polarized emission lines. The thick red line shows a linear regression fit (bisector
method) to data points. The diagonal lines show starburst-to-AGN contribution ratio. Symbols for Seyfert types are same as in Figure 3.
At longer wavelengths, the average starburst fraction increases and is roughly the same as the AGN contribution at ∼ 20 µm.
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Fig. 11.— Top: Comparison between αλ(5.5–8.0 µm) and αλ(20–30 µm) after subtraction of starburst component. αλ(20–30 µm) values
are more negative than in Figure 3 (dashed lines), indicating flatter continua than those at short wavelength. Bottom: wavelength spectral
index between 5.5 and 8 µm after starburst subtraction compared to the luminosity density of the AGN component at 5.5 µm. The dashed
line shows the average spectral index for Seyfert 1 galaxies, and the dot-dashed line shows the average spectral index for Seyfert 2 (including
S1h) and Seyfert 1.8/1.9 galaxies. Symbols for Seyfert types are same as in Figure 3.
